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Abstract: The Sanskrit expression Arthapatti signifies “implication” or “suggestion.” 

According to Advaita Vedanta framework and the Bhatta school of Purva-Mimamsa, it is 

supposed to be one of the six pranamas, or method for legitimate perception. Arthapatti is a 

course of information where the end is reached from various situations. It is like present day 

rationale to the idea of fortuitous outcome. It by and large necessities a perception of facts 

and theory in view of such facts to show up at the data. Arthapatti distinguishes not all 

realities is straightforwardly accessible; along these lines, to utilize hypothesis and 

assumption is viewed as one strategy for acquiring appropriate understanding and 

information. It guesses a reality to help a grounded truth. In any case, a few researchers look 

at this as a more vulnerable technique for acquiring information than other pranamas. A few 

schools of Indian way of thinking don’t acknowledge Arthapatti as a wellspring of substantial 

perception. Specific instances of information inferred through Arthapatti remember involving 

information for dawn times to decide the time the sun will rise tomorrow, or noticing 

somebody’s weight and eating designs, and proposing about their dietary propensities. 

Arthapatti is considered as the fifth out of the six pranamas in Indian Philosophy. Presently 

my undertaking is to set up Arthapatti as an autonomous method for substantial information 

in Indian Philosophy. Appropriately I start with an inquiry…Can Arthapatti be viewed as an 

autonomous method for substantial information?  

What’s more this is the issue I will attempt to address in this paper.   

Keywords: Pramana, Arthapatti, Cognition, Implication, Vedantins.  

There could be two potential solutions to this inquiry. The first is acknowledged that 

Arthapatti is an autonomous method for legitimate information. The second is rejecting that it 
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has free status a method for substantial comprehension, for example it very well may be 

remembered for surmising. Bhatta Mimamsa and Vedantins acknowledge Arthapatti as a free 

wellspring of substantial information. Then again Naiyaikas and others hold that it’s anything 

but a free source. I will bound myself to Bhatt’s view on arthapatti alongside the protests 

raised by the rivals lastly endeavor to show that however his view leaves a few issues 

unexplained yet Arthapatti can be agreed free status as the method for substantial 

information.  

Sabara characterizes arthapatti as, “When something is otherwise unintelligible, the 

assumption of what will make intelligible is presumption.” (Narayana, 1975, p.120) Sabara’s 

definition can be summed up as follows,   

Presumption consists in the presuming of something not seen, on the ground that a 

fact already seen or heard of cannot be explained without the presumption. For 

example, it is found that Devadatta, who is alive, is not in the house and his non-

existence in the house leads to presumption that he is somewhere outside the house; 

as without this, the aforesaid fact of his being alive and not in the house could not be 

explained. (Jha, 1964, p.137)  

Kumarila Bhatat clarifies Sabara’s view with the possibility that Arthapatti is an autonomous 

pramana and the presence of mystery in a few noticed realities or very much learned realities 

is its unmistakable component, which contrasts it from other pramanas. In the given model, 

the two assertions, for example Devadatta is alive and he isn’t in the house simultaneously it 

gives off an impression of being clashing. This is a contention between two pramanas, for 

example nonworry and deduction. Assumption is the aftereffect of the contention of these two 

pramanas. Through derivation it is known overall that Devadatta is alive either in the house or 

outside the house. Then again, through non-worry it is realized that Devadatta isn’t in the 

house. What’s more by assumption it is realized that Devadatta is outside the house. This is 

anything but a genuine struggle since the contention can be settled by accepting that 

Devadatta’s presence outside the house. In the event that then again, the contention is genuine 

between two insights there is no chance of compromise of them since one of them should be 

bogus. Assumption guarantees Devadatta’s presence outside the house and afterward his non-

presence in the house. (Bhatt, 1989, p.307)  
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Vedantins maintain a similar viewpoint as Kumarila on arthapatti for certain distinctions. 

Dharmaraja, a supporter of Vedanta theory characterizes arthapatti as the assumption of a 

reality to represent a strange truth. Appropriately, he holds that the information on a puzzling 

reality is the instrumental reason and the information on the way that clarifies is the outcome. 

The truth of the matter is that an individual is fat; however he doesn’t take feast in the day. So 

to clarify information on heftiness we need to assume that the man eats around evening time. 

As per Bhatta Mimamsa, evident inconsistency is the reason for incomprehensibility while 

for vedanta there is no such explicit reason for peculiarity. Bhatta holds that acknowledgment 

of two insights is conceivable since there is an evident inconsistency between two pramanas. 

Yet, for vedantins the logical inconsistency isn’t between two pramans yet between a reality 

and our overall experience or between two realities whose conjunction is by all accounts 

illogical. Srutarthapatti, as per Vedantins, is of two sorts, instead of Kumarila who holds that 

there is just a single sort of srutarthapatti. For vedantins, there is now and then assumption of 

a word and there is once in a while assumption of a reality. Bhatta denies the second sort of 

srutarthapatti.  

There are different understandings of Sabara’s view on Arthapatti. Kumarila for the most part 

explains and fosters a similar view. Prabhakar gives a converse record of it. He holds that on 

the off chance that we acknowledge Sabara’s view thusly, there will be no distinction among 

Arthapatti and anumana. Sabar’s view obviously shows that incomprehensibility is only 

difficulty of a thing without something else. In the event that it is the situation, Arthapatti can 

be decreased to derivation. Be that as it may, from this it isn’t evident whether Prabhakara 

needs to say Arthapatti as a free pramana. Obviously, he clarified that the particular 

component of  

Arthapatti, which contrasts it from other pramana, isn’t the presence of oddness of a few 

noticed realities rather it is the information on that which isn’t clarified from the information 

on that which clarifies it. He likewise clarifies that there is contrast among Arthapatti and 

induction on the ground that in surmising we continue from the evidentiary truth to the 

confirmed reality, while in Arthapatti we pass from the reality to be proven and disclosed to 

the reality which proves and clarifies it. For instance, in Arthapatti we pass from Devadatta’s 

non-presence in the house to his reality outside. From this, it appears, Prabhakara in a 

roundabout way concedes Arthapatti as an autonomous method for legitimate information.  
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Naiyaikas object to this view and hold that Arthapatti can be decreased to an induction of 

vyatireki type which is not the same as a surmising of anvyai type. In anvyai induction the 

significant reason communicates a positive connection of understanding in presence between 

the center and the significant term. Then again, in vyatireki deduction the significant reason 

communicates an all inclusive connection between the shortfall of the major and the shortfall 

of the center. Subsequently the stock model can be diminished to the accompanying logic,  

If a living individual is absent somewhere, he is present elsewhere;  

Devadatta who is living is absent from home;  

Therefore, he is somewhere outside his home. (Chaterjee, 1939, p.363)  

In this above model, “Devadatta’s presence outside his house” is surmised from “his 

nonappearance from home”. There is a general connection between a man’s presence some 

place and his nonappearance somewhere else. Each man, from his experience views it as 

evident in his own case. Consequently man’s presence outside is surmised from his 

nonappearance from home very much like we derive fire from smoke. Protest likewise rose 

against Srutarthapatti by adversaries. Kumarila concedes that Srutarthapatti is not the same as 

Dṛstarthapatti on the ground that it depends on verbal declaration. Vedantins, then again, 

varies in this unique circumstance and states that in Srutarthapatti at times we assume a word 

and some of the time we assume a reality. It is protested that Srutarthapatti is decreased to 

surmising. The stock illustration of  

Srutarthapatti is, Caitra who is fat doesn’t eat during the day. In the wake of hearing this, it is 

assumed that Caitra eats around evening time to clarify his fateness.  

Jayanta, an individual from the rival bunch protested that this sort of Arthapatti could 

likewise be decreased to derivation. His protest fundamentally isn’t to vedantins’ view 

however to Kumarila’s view since Dharmaraja, the profounder of arthapatti in Vedanta theory 

is back to him. As indicated by Jayanta, it is ridiculous to assume the piece of a sentence 

since the significance of the missing part can likewise be gathered from the impact, which 

fills the need of the certified imprint. As fire is construed from smoke, so one can induce the 

taking of supper as the characteristic of heftiness based on seeing the extraordinary main part 

of an individual. It very well may be contended that from our rehashed perceptions we come 

to realize that largeness the impact of taking dinner. At times it very well may be seen and 
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now and again it tends to be known through verbal information. Consequently, there is no 

immense contrast among  

Arthapatti and surmising. Allow us to look at these perspectives in the light of Kumarila’s 

contentions and endeavor to show that Arthapatti is a free method for legitimate discernment. 

Vedantins and Bhatta Mimamsakas clarified that Arthapatti can’t be remembered for any type 

of derivation, for example anvayi or vyatireki on the grounds that it gives us information on 

realities, which can’t be generally clarified. The accompanying contention can be sent on the 

side of their perspectives.  

As indicated by Vedantins arthapatti can’t be decreased to anvayi derivation since there is no 

anvayi or understanding in presence among largeness and eating around evening time, as 

among smoke and fire. We can’t say that any place there is heftiness there is eating around 

evening time, similarly as we can say that any place there is fire there is smoke. Nor would it 

be able to be diminished to vyatireki derivation since there is no such thing as vyatireki 

induction. In Arthapatti we assume something just to clarify something different. 

Mimamsakas calls attention to a key contrast among derivation and Arthapatti, for example in 

surmising we pass from the evidentiary truth to the proved reality while in Arthapatti we 

continue from the reality to be confirmed to the reality which proves and clarifies it. This 

crucial distinction among Arthapatti and induction makes difficult to diminish Arthapatti to 

surmising. Besides, in Arthapatti we are gone up against with an evident clash between two 

realities, for example man’s largeness and his fasting by day or a man being alive and 

nonappearance from home. To determine this contention we need to assume another reality, 

for example the man eats around evening time or the man exists outside the house. Without 

this assumption it is difficult to determine the uncertainty that the man eats around evening 

time or the man exists outside. Assuming that the man eats around evening time or the man 

exists outside move past the uncertainty.  

The main point for which Arthapatti can’t be diminished to derivation is that in induction 

there is an all inclusive accompanying among major and center term though there is no such 

widespread attendant in Arthapatti. Allow us to see the pointless endeavor of adversaries to 

decrease surmising to Arthapatti. In the given model, i.e.   

If a living individual is absent somewhere, he is present elsewhere;  

Devadatta who is living is absent from home;  
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Therefore, he is somewhere outside the home.  

In the above model, “Devadatt’s non-presence in the house” is supposed to be the linga or the 

center term. Yet, it can’t be supposed to be the center term on the ground that it itself is 

nonconclusive in light of the fact that when man is absent in the house we can’t say that he is 

available outside, plausibility of his is as a rule dead. Non-presence of in the house without 

Devadatta’s being alive is certifiably not a proof of his reality outside. The reality of being 

Devadatta’s being alive too can’t be the center term, since it is as much corresponding with 

his reality in the house likewise with his reality outside. Also, if Devadatta’s non-existencei n 

the house alongside the way that he is alive is expressed to be the center term then it is 

unimaginable to expect to secure the fellowship of the reality of Devadatta’s non-presence in 

the house and the reality of his being alive without the information on his reality outside. In 

induction the information on significant term follows from the information on the center term. 

In addition, the information on the center term is autonomous of the other. Be that as it may, 

in the event of  

Arthapatti, the information on Devadatta’s non-presence in the house alongside the house 

isn’t free of his reality outside. In addition, it is absurd to expect to join together, for example 

Devadatta’s non-presence in the house and his reality outside because of the distinction of 

spot.  

Henceforth which term will be center term isn’t clear. Devadatta’s presence outside isn't 

gathered yet assumed; in any case it is preposterous to expect to clarify the reality of his 

nonattendance in the house.  

The above investigation obviously shows that Arthapatti can’t be diminished to derivation. 

The explanation isn’t that there is no such thing as vyatireki induction to Arthapatti may 

potentially be decreased. The genuine justification behind which Arthapatti can’t be 

diminished to deduction is the vyapti connection, for example a speculation in view of a 

successive and non-went against experience of two things together. Arthapatti is autonomous 

of vyapti connection. In derivation the decision follows from a widespread suggestion which 

is the aftereffect of a past acceptance. The information on the general recommendation is 

gotten from the non-went against experience of arrangement in presence or in nonappearance 

between the center and significant term. To diminish arthapatti, we should thusly, show that 

the information on the unnoticed realities follows from an all inclusive recommendation, 

which is as of now known by acceptance. Be that as it may, we don’t have the past encounters 
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of understanding in nonattendance among “fatness” and “eating at night”. We have past 

experience of concomitance in the middle of eating and heftiness or nonappearance of eating 

and nonattendance of bloatedness. Subsequently to clarify his largeness and nonappearance of 

eating by day we need to assume that he eats around evening time. A similar contention can 

be set up in the event of Devadatta’s non-presence in the house however he is alive. Here “a 

residing individual” is either at home or out of it, isn’t a speculation from specific occasions 

of concomitance between man’s nonattendance from house or presence outside. There is no 

conjunction between the two very much like smoke and fire. Henceforth, arthapatti can be 

agreed an autonomous status for of substantial discernments.  
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